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Mathematics, Computing and Flight
From Pterosaurs to Jumbo Jets
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Fusion of Flight Experiments, Mathematics, and Computing

Flight
Experiment &
Engineering
Mathema8cs

Modern
Avia8on

Compu8ng
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Objectives
To trace the history of human ﬂight, showing the
interplay of mathema8cs and engineering insight,
culmina8ng in recent decades in a revolu8on due to
compu8ng
To show the analogies with animal ﬂight, and how the
Boeing 747/A380 is an inevitable evolu8on
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①

History of Flight

②

History of Computers

③

History of Fluid Dynamics

④

Science of Human and Bird Flight

⑤

Role of Compu8ng in Airplane Design

⑥

Role of Compu8ng in Airplane Control

⑦

Role of Compu8ng in Avia8on

Lecture Outline
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History of Science of Flight

A Cosmic View of Avia8on History
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From John McMasters

Neil
goes to
the Moon

Mass exGncGon
from space

X

Insects
Dinosaurs

Life
Evolves
On Earth
Solar
System
Formed

Man

Future of
The World
Economy ?

Birds
Wright Bros.

Boeing

Global climate change

Future of
Earth ?

Big
Bang
~ 300 million years
of ﬂight

??

A More Complete View of Avia8on History
From John McMasters
Insects

Birds

Mammals

Proto‐repGle

Bats
Pterosaurs

ExGnct

Anemophilous Seeds

Paleozoic Era
345

Mesozoic Era
248

Cenozoic Era
65

Million Years Ago
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9

Insects

History of
Science of Flight
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Pterosaurs – 150 Million Year of Success
Pterosaurs
(A Natural Model of Cylindrically Cambered Rogallo Wings)

Rhamphorhychoidae

Older “stability configured” sub-order.

Rhamphorhynchus sp.

Pterodactyloidea

Note: Although they share a common ancestor,
pterosaurs are not dinosaurs. They existed
contemporaneously and also became extinct at the
end of the Cretaceous, 65 million years ago.

Newer “control
configured”
sub-order (no tails).

Pteranodon ingens
(Wing span ~ 7 m)
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The
Texas
Pterosaur ( Quetzalcoatlus northropi )
The
Texas
Pterosaur
Max. adult wing span ~ 12 m (~ 39 ft.)

California Condor

History of
Science of Flight
Possible “narrow wing”
membrane ?

1.
Possible “broad wing”
membrane ?
Conjectural uropatigium
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The Evolu8on of Birds

The Evolution of Birds
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Birds
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Early Avia8on History ‐ 1800s to 1900s
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George Cayley
Year 1799 ‐ 1850's

OQo Lilienthal

Samuel P. Langley
Year 1896

iden8fy the four aerodynamic forces
an important source of
powered, heavier‐than‐air
set forth concept of the modern airplane inspira8on and informa8on machine had achieved
build a successful human‐carrying glider for prac8cal ﬂying machine sustained ﬂight (no pilot)
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Orville and Wilbur Wright
Year 1903

 Reasons for Wright Brothers’ Success
① Lig
 They built a wind tunnel and

systema8cally measured forces on
airfoils.
 They did not understand induced drag –
Prandtl’s theory came later (1905).
complete the ﬁrst powered, controlled
ﬂight at KiQy Hawk, North Carolina.



8. Year 1903

② Light‐weight Power
 They built their own light weight
gasoline engine and systema8cally
tested propellers.
③ Control
 They realized the need for roll control by
wing warping.
 When Cur8ss introduced ailerons they
tried to claim patent infringement
 Wing warping may be on its way back
for morphing aircrag.
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Igor Sikorsky
Year 1913



Il’ya Muromets


First mul8‐engined (four‐engined) airplanes ever built



Weights 3.5 tons, Payload 1600 lb, at 50 mph



Demonstrated engine‐out performance



More than 80 were built



Carried 16 passengers, a mascot and a dog, with a total paylod of 1.5 tons



Passengers sat in wicker chairs in heated and electrically lit cabin



Igor and a crew of three ﬂew 660 miles from St. Petersburg to Kiev in 17 hours, with one
stop



Made the return ﬂight two weeks later in only 13 hours in a single day
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Jet Propulsion

19

Von Ohain

WhiQle

Patent (1930)

First Engine (1937)

First Flight in Gloster E.28/39 (1941)

First to power an all‐jet aircrag (1938)
Heinkel He 178
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Jumo 004
 The was the world's ﬁrst

turbojet engine in
produc8on and opera8onal
use, and the ﬁrst successful
axial compressor jet engine
ever built.

Rolls Royce Trent
 A family of high bypass turbofan

engines manufactured by Rolls‐
Royce

 In service on the Airbus A330,

A340, A380 and Boeing 777, and
variants are in development for the
forthcoming 787 and A350 XWB
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Modern Avia8on History ‐ 1900s to Present
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DC 3
Year 1935

Design Team:
Dutch Kindelberger
Lee Atwood
Jack Northrop
Arthur Raymond
Assisted by Caltech
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Spinire
Year 1936

Designed By
R.J. Mitchell
Beverley Shenstone (Wing)
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ME 262

SR 71

Year 1941

Year 1964

Design Led By
Kelly Johnson
Ben Rich
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Boeing 747

Airbus 380

Year 1969

Year 2005

Design Led By
Joe SuQer
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History of Computers

27

Pascal's Pascaline
1642

Leibniz's Stepped Reckoner
1640s

Jacquard's Loom
1801

Babbage's Diﬀerence Engine and
Analy8c Engine
1822
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John von Neumann

Alan Turing
(1912‐1954)

Turing Machine

..."an inﬁnite memory capacity obtained in the form of
an inﬁnite tape marked out into squares on each
of which a symbol could be printed. At any
moment there is one symbol in the machine; it is
called the scanned symbol. The machine can alter
the scanned symbol and its behavior is in part
determined by that symbol, but the symbols on
the tape elsewhere do not aﬀect the behavior of
the machine. However, the tape can be moved
back and forth through the machine, this being
one of the elementary opera8ons of the machine.
Any symbol on the tape may therefore eventually
have an innings." (Turing 1948, p. 61)

1944

von Neumann architecture
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Mark I

ACE

ENIAC

1944

1945

1946

First programmable digital
computer

Automa8c Compu8ng
Engine

Electronic Numerical Integrator
And Computer
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Personal Computer

31

First Personal Computers
Xerox Alto
1973
Altair
1975

Apple II
1977

PC Laptop and MacBook
2000s

IBM PC
1981
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Supercomputers

Supercomputers Timeline
1959, IBM 7090, 25KFLOPS
1964, IBM System 360

Cray‐1

Fujitsu Numerical Wind Tunnel
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34

Supercomputers Timeline

2012 Sequoia 20 PFLOPS IBM

NEC Earth Simulator

IBM Blue Gene
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Microprocessor

36

 Microprocessor Timeline
8086
POWER CPU (IBM)

80386
PenGum

Core 2 Duo

History of Computer
1. Microprocessor
Chronology

Year

Name

Developer

Mfg.
Process

Transistors

Clock

Bits

Core

1971

4004

Intel

10 µm

2,250

108 kHz

4

1

1972

8008

Intel

10 µm

3,500

200 kHz

8

1

1974

6800

Motorola

-

4,100

2 MHz

8

1

1978

8086

Intel

3 µm

29,000

4.77 MHz

16

1

1979

68000

Motorola

4 µm

68,000

8 MHz

16/32

1

1985

80386

Intel

1.5 µm

275,000

16 MHz

32

1

1989

80486

Intel

1 µm

1.2 M

25 MHz

32

1

1990

Power1

IBM

1 µm

6.9 M

20-30 MHz

32

1

1993

Pentium

Intel

0.8 µm

3.1 M

66 MHz

32

1

2000

Pentium IV

Intel

0.18 µm

42 M

1.5 GHz

32

1

2001

Power4

IBM

90 nm

174 M

1.1-1.4 GHz

64

1

2003

Opteron

AMD

130 nm

106 M

1.4-2.4 GHz

32/64

1

2006

Core Duo

Intel

65 nm

152 M

2 GHz

64

2

2007

Core 2 Quad

Intel

65 nm

582 M

2.4 GHz

64

4

2008

Core i7

Intel

45 nm

774 M

2.993 GHz

64

4
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Marcian E. “Ted” Hoﬀ
Credited to be the inventor of the 1st
microprocessor—Intel 4004

Gordon Moore
Intel Co‐Founder

History of Computer
2. Intel
Robert Noyce
Intel Co‐Founder

‘Speciﬁc Compu8ng Power’

Jameson and Vassberg (2001)

realizable cruise performance, using calculations of
the complexity presented in this paper.
Hence, it is interesting to consider the impact of
being able to carry out calculations of a fixed size
38
with progressively smaller and cheaper equipment.
The Sony Vaio 505 superslim laptop weighs 3.75
pounds and costs about $3,000. Yet it has processing power, random access memory and disk capac The drama8c increase in computa8onal
ity comparable to that of the Convex C2 of 1985,
is accompanied
which capability
weighed about
1,000 pounds by
andequally
cost about
$600,000.
These weight
and in
cost
reduction
drama8c
decrease
the
weightratios
and are
about cost
200 to
and have occurred over the past
of 250,
the computer
15 years. The following graph illustrates this trend.
" Convex

1000 lbs
$600K

Log
#,$

History of Computer
3. Weight vs Capability

No
and

Ac

This
of th
Gran
tribu
to B
their
vided
effor

Re
Sony

!
!
!! 3.75 lbs
Wrist Watch
!!$3K
Computer
!!
!!
0.25 oz
!! $15
!!
"

[1]
[2]

[3]

!

1985

2000

2015

Impact of Computer Evolution
with Constant Performance
If this trend continues unabated for the next 15 years,

[4]
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Complexity Theory

40

Complexity Theory

 Complexity Theory

Dis8nguish between problem which scale
as NP for N unknowns (polynomial
complexity =P) and problems which scale
exponen8ally
 Such as the travelling salesman problem:
Visit N ci8es in a circuit returning to the
star8ng point in minimum distance – N
factorial to evaluate all possibili8es


the op8mal tour of 33 ci8es in US

History of Computer

 Millennium Problem


1. Complexity Theory

Padberg and Rinaldi (1987) found the op8mal tour of 532
AT&T switch loca8ons in the USA.

Prove that either no polynomial algorithm
exits for some problems or that all
problems can be solved with polynomial
complexity P=NP where NP denotes
nondeterminis8c polynomial complexity
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Complexity of Fluid
Dynamic Simula8ons



Fluid Dynamic Problem




Explicit Scheme



History of Computer



With N~n3 mesh points in 3D and explicit 8me
stepping, each 8me step requires O(n3)
opera8ons.
Also the 8me step of a stable scheme is
propor8onal to the mesh interval h divided by
the wave speed, and h~1/n, giving complexity
Cn4 ~ N4/3 with a constant C depending on the
algorithm

Implicit Scheme


Complexity Theory

These are polynomials but with large N and
fairly large p.

An implicit scheme requires matrix inversion
at each 8me step with complexity NB2 where B
is the bandwidth ~n2, so the cost of a step is
O(n7), but the 8me step is not limited by the
mesh interval, so the number of 8me steps is
independent of n, giving total complexity ~n7
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Feasibility of CFD in 1970

History of Computer
Complexity Theory



The complexity of a 3D predic8on of
transonic ﬂow is O(n4) and reasonable
accuracy could be obtained with n~100



calcula8ons could be completed in O(108)
opera8ons with a CDC 6600 which could
achieve ~106 ﬂops



Thus a useful 3D calcula8on might be
possible in O(102) seconds



The author recognized this in 1971.



Actually Flo22 (Jameson and Caughey)
which was the ﬁrst program which could
actually predict transonic ﬂow over a swept
wing with engineering accuracy required
about 10,000 seconds for a solu8on
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Feasibility of Turbulent  For a turbulent ﬂow with a Reynolds
number Re, the length scale of the
Flow Simula8ons

smallest eddies rela8ve to the length scale
of the conﬁgura8on is ~ 1/Re3/4 according
to the theory of Kolmogorov (1943)

History of Computer
Complexity Theory



With a comparable 8me step the complexity of
the simula8ons ~Re3



For a jumbo jet such as the Airbus A380,
Re~108



Hence direct numerical simula8on (DNS) of the
ﬂow over the A380 has a complexity ~1024
opera8ons



With a petaﬂop computer (IBM Roadrunner,
2008), DNS of the A380 has a complexity ~109
seconds (~100 years)
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History of Science of Fluid Dynamics
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Mathema8cal Theory of Fluid Dynamics
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Three Main Eras



1680‐1920 Analy8cal linear theories










1920‐1960 Analy8cal asympto8c and nonlinear
theories




Mathematic Theory
of
Fluid Dynamics


Newton
Bernoulli
Euler
Laplace
KuQa
Prandtl
Glauert

von Karman
Taylor
Lighthill

1960‐Present Computa8onal Fluid Dynamics


fully‐nonlinear calcula8ons
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1680‐1920
Analy8cal linear theories

48



Con8nuum mechanics

Con8nuum mechanics




Solid mechanics






the study of the physics of con8nuous
materials which take the shape of their
container

Diﬀerence between solid and ﬂuid


Fluid Mechanics

the study of the physics of con8nuous
materials with a deﬁned rest shape

Fluid mechanics


History of
Fluid Dynamics

the study of the physics of con8nuous
materials




Solid supports shear
Fluid does not resist shear
Fluid does resist rate of shear
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Daniel Bernoulli
(1700‐1782)

 Hydrodynamics
 Bernoulli's Principle
 in an inviscid ﬂow an increase in the

ﬂuid speed occurs with a decrease
in pressure or poten8al energy

Leonhard Euler
(1707‐1783)

 Euler Equa8ons

govern ﬂow of ﬂuid with no viscosity
 directly represent conserva8on of
mass, momentum, and energy
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Pierre‐Simon Laplace
(1749‐1827)

 Laplace Equa8on
 describes behavior of ﬂuid poten8al

 Kelvin’s Theorem
 Circula8on,

Lord Kelvin
(1749‐1827)

∫ V • dS , remains
constant in Inviscid ﬂow
 Hence€inviscid incompressible ﬂow
is generally irrota8onal ∇ × V = 0
Γ=

 So one can set

V = ∇φ

and

∇ •V = 0

€

 d’Alembert’s Paradox
€

€

 Zero drag in fric8onless ﬂow
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Claude‐Louis Navier
(1785‐1836)

1822

George Gabriel Stokes
(1819‐1903)

1845

 Navier‐Stokes Equa8ons
 govern mo8on of ﬂuid
 arise from applying Newton's second
law to ﬂuid mo8on
 assume that the ﬂuid stress is
propor8onal to the gradient of velocity,
plus a pressure term
 Incompressible Navier‐Stokes Equa8ons
 Millennium Prize Problem
 Navier–Stokes existence and
smoothness
 theore8cal understanding of the
solu8ons to these equa8ons is
incomplete
 solu8ons of the Navier–Stokes
equa8ons ogen include turbulence,
which remains one of the greatest
unsolved problems in physics
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Ludwig Boltzmann
(1844‐1906)

Boltzmann Equa8on
 For probability density in velocity

and posi8on space

William Rankine
(1820‐1872) &

Pierre‐Henri Hugoniot
(1851‐1887)

Rankine‐Hugoniot shock rela8on
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Osborne Reynolds

 Reynolds Number

(1842‐1912)

 Re No. can be understood as the ra8o of the iner8al
forces to the viscous forces
 Re No. sets the smallest scales of turbulent mo8on
 the largest eddies are dictated by the ﬂow geometry
 the smallest scales are dictated by the viscosity
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Ernst Mach
(1838‐1916)

 Mach Number

M=v/a

the speed, v, of an object moving through a ﬂuid
substance divided by the speed of sound a.
Shock waves appear in transonic and supersonic ﬂow
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Frederick Lanchester  Circula8on Theory of Lig
(1868‐1946)

Mar8n Wilhelm KuQa  KuQa‐Joukowski Theorem
(1867‐1944) &

Nikolai Joukowski
(1847‐1921)



relates the lig generated by a right
cylinder to the speed of the cylinder
through the ﬂuid, the density of the
ﬂuid, and the circula8on
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Ludwig Prandtl
(1875‐1953)

 Liging Line Theory

 Prandtl number

 Boundary Layer Theory

 Oblique\Expansion Shock

Wave (Prandtl‐Glauert Correc8on)
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1920‐1960

Analy8cal asympto8c and nonlinear theories
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G. I. Taylor
(1886‐1975)

 Shock Wave Structure

Theodore von Kármán  Von Kármán Vortex Street
(1881‐1963)
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Max Munk
(b. 1890) &

Hermann Glauert

 Thin Airfoil Theory

(1892‐1934)

Adolf Busemann
(1901‐1986)

R.T. Jones
(1910‐1999)

 Swept Wing Theory
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Andrey Kolmogorov
(1903‐1987)

Richard Whitcomb
(1921‐2009)

 Supercri8cal Airfoil

 Winglet


Turbulence



Kolmogorov microscale
Smallest scale ~ 1/(Re)3/4

 Transonic Area Rule

(“Coke BoQle”) design
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James Lighthill

 Winchester 1936‐40

1924‐1998

 Trinity College, Cambridge 1941‐43
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A Short Biography of Lighthill

Contribu8ons to Fluid Dynamics



Na8onal Physical Lab 1943‐46



Inverse Airfoil Design, 1945



Senior Lecturer, U.
Manchester 1946‐49 (aged
22)





Beyer Chair, U. Manchester
1949‐59 (aged 26)

Supersonic Bodies of
Revolu8on (second order
theory)



Aeroacous8c Analogy of
Sound genera8on (8th power
law of jet noise), 1950



Director, Royal Aircrag Est.
1959‐64



Lucasian Professor (following
Newton, Stokes and
succeeded by Stephen
Hawking), Cambridge 1969‐79



Kinema8c Theory of Waves
(with Whitham, theory of
traﬃc ﬂow), 1955



Provost, University College
London 1979‐89



Mathema8cal
Bioﬂuidynamics, 1975



Died in a swimming accident
1998



Tropical Storms
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1960 ‐ Present

Computa8onal Fluid Dynamics
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Emergence of CFD 1965–2005
Elements of Aerodynamic Design
Impact of CFD on Airplane Design
Future Impact

Emergence of CFD
CFD at Boeing
CFD at DLR & Airbus

Hierarchy of Equa8ons

In 1960 the underlying principles of
ﬂuid dynamics and the formula8on of
the governing equa8ons (poten8al
ﬂow, Euler, RANS) were well
established.

Elements of Aerodynamic Design
Impact of CFD on Airplane Design
Future Impact

Emergence of CFD
CFD at Boeing
CFD at DLR & Airbus

Multi-displinary nature of CFD
The new element was the
emergence of powerful enough
computers to make numerical solu8on
possible –to carry this out required
new algorithms.
Antony Jameson

The emergence of CFD in the 1965–
2005 period depended on a
combina8on of advances in computer
power and algorithms.

CFD and Airplane Design: Its Current and Future Impact

Mul8disciplinary Nature of CFD
Antony Jameson

CFD and Airplane Design: Its Current and Future Impact

Basic Principle of Finite Volume Schemes for CFD
① Divide the domain into a grid of computa8onal cells

Elements of Aerodynamic Design
Impact of CFD on Airplane Design
Future Impact

Emergence of CFD
Boeing
DLR & Airbus

② Apply the conserva8on laws of mass, momentum and energy
in integral form separately for each cell
Elements of Aerodynamic Design
Impact of CFD on Airplane Design
Future Impact

Emergence of CFD
Boeing
DLR & Airbus

Antony Jameson

CFD and Airplane Design: Its Current and Future Impact

③ 5N equa8ons for 5N unknowns on a grid of N cells
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Highlights in CFD Algorithm Development
Elements of Aerodynamic Design
Impact of CFD on Airplane Design
Mathema8cal
Future
Impact

1959

Godunov

1960

Lax‐Wendroﬀ

Emergence of CFD
Boeing
Forerunners
DLR & Airbus

Shock capturing scheme for gas dynamics using
piecewise constant state and Riemann solvers for
interface ﬂuxes

Some Highlights in CFD Algorithm Development

1962
1970
1973
1976–78
1982
1990

Second order accurate scheme for hyperbolic
equa8ons

Potential Flow
Panel method: solution of Laplace’s equation
Hess & Smith
for general geometry
Type dependent shock capturing scheme for
Murman & Cole
the transonic small disturbance equation
Rotated difference scheme for transonic
Jameson
potential flow
Flo22, Flo27: First accurate solution for
Jameson & Caughey
transonic flow over a swept wing
⇒ Boeing A488
Finite element solution of transonic potential
Glowinsky et al.
flow for Falcon 50
Forrester, Young et al.
Boeing TRANAIR
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Impact of CFD on Airplane Design
Future Impact

Boeing
DLR & Airbus

Some Highlights in CFD Algorithm Development

1969
1973
1974
1981
1981
1981
1981
1983
1983
1985–6

Euler and Rans equations
MacCormack
Two stage scheme for hyperbolic equations
Flux corrected transport (FCT) oscillation
Boris & Book
control via slope limiters
van Leer
Higher order Godunov scheme – MUSCL
Steger & Warming Flux splitting
Jameson–Schmidt
Shock capturing via controlled diffusion
–Turkel (JST)
– full convergence to steady state
Ni
Multigrid Euler solver
Roe
Approximate Riemann solver
Theory of total variation diminishing (TVD)
Harten
schemes
Agglomeration multigrid FAS scheme for the
Jameson
Euler equations
Jameson–Baker
Airplane code: first solution of 3D Euler equations
–Weatherill
on unstructured mesh – edge based data structure

Antony Jameson

CFD and Airplane Design: Its Current and Future Impact
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Development of Shape Optimization
Shape Op8miza8on
1979

Hicks & Henne

1984

Pironneau

1988

Jameson

Wing design by numerical op8miza8on using bump func8on
Shape design for subsonic poten8al ﬂow
Aerodynamic design via control theory (adjoint method)

Current Development of CFD Algorithms
High Order Methods
Spectral Methods

GoQlieb, Orszag, Hussaini, Quarteroni, Canuto, Zang

ENO/WENO

Chakravarthy, Harten, Osher, Engquist, Shu

Discon8nuous Galerkin (DG) and Related Methods
Cockburn, Shu, Kopriva, Wang
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Elements of Aerodynamic Design
mpact of CFD on Airplane Design
Future Impact

F–23

Emergence of CFD
CFD at Boeing
CFD at DLR & Airbus
Elements of Aerodynamic Design
Impact of CFD on Airplane Design
Future Impact

Emergence of CFD
CFD at Boeing
CFD at DLR & Airbus

Elements of Aerodynamic Design
Impact of CFD on Airplane Design
Future Impact

Emergence of CFD
CFD at Boeing
CFD at DLR & Airbus

AirbusYF23,
A320
Examples: Northrop
A320 and SST

Euler Solu8ons
around 1985‐1990

Supersonic Transport

Antony Jameson

CFD and Airplane Design: Its Current and Future Impact
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Antony Jameson

CFD and Airplane Design: Its Current and Future Impact

Examples: Unstructured TAU Code
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71

The Science of Flight

72

Airplane Design Considera8ons

73

Overall Airplane Design Process

Elements of Aerodynamic Design
Impact of CFD on Airplane Design
Future Impact

Tradeoffs
Design Process

Overall Design Process

Science of Flight

15!30 engineers
1.5 years
$6!12 million

Conceptual
Design

100!300 engineers
2.5 years
$60!120 million

Preliminary
Design

6000 engineers
5 years
$3!12 billion

Final Design

Defines Mis
Preliminary
Weight, per

Aerodynamic Design

Antony Jameson

CFD and Airplane Design: Its Curre
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Elements of Aerodynamic Design
Impact of CFD on Airplane Design
Future Impact

Airplane Industry Cash Flow

Tradeoffs
Design Process

Cash Flow
Economic Projection (Jumbo Jet)
Cash Flow
$ billion

Conceptual Design
Decisions here decide
Preliminary Design

final cost and performance
Leads to performance guarantees

!300 m
1.5

Science of Flight
Aerodynamic Design

9

4

!2

Detailed Design

!4

and certification

15

Year

400 aircraft
80 b sales

!6
!8

Launch
(if atleast 100 orders)

!10
!12
!12 b

Antony Jameson

CFD and Airplane Design: Its Current and Future Impa
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Environment Impact



CO2 Emission of a Car



CO2 generated per gallon of gasoline : 22
pounds
Suppose you drive 15000 miles a year at 25
mpg. Annual consump8on : 600 gallons
100 gallons produces 1 ton of CO2



Annual Emission of CO2 : 6 tons






Science of Flight

CO2 Emission of Jumbo Jet


Aerodynamic Design





CO2 emission per gallon of gasoline : 22
pounds
TO weight 880000 pounds, 400 tons
Fuel Burn : 280000 pounds
CO2 emissions : 22 × 280000 = 880000
pounds = TO weight, 400 tons

76

Aerodynamic Forces

77

Aerodynamic Lig

1
L = W = ρV 2 SCL
2

Lig is directly related to:

Wing Loading is deﬁned as:

 Speed Squared €
V2
 Air Density ρ
 Surface Area S
 Airfoil Geometry and Angle of AQack CL






€

W 1
= ρV 2CL
Weight per Liging Area
S 2
Lig equals Weight
Typically CL=0.6
W
Wing Loading becomes
= 0.3ρV 2ε
S
€

A

€
B

Airfoil Lig Coeﬃcient
B

C

C

A
At stall the adverse pressure
gradient separates the ﬂow

Angle of AQack

Chapter 1 12
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Geometry Scaling Law
Volume to Surface Ra8o:
Volume scales with Length3
Surface scales with Length2
(Volume/Surface) scales with Length1
Volume scales with (Volume/Surface )3
Weight to Wing Loading Ra8o:
Weight scales with (Weight/Surface )3
Weight to Wing Loading Ra8o for seabirds:

slope for
seabirds

W
=c∗3 W
S
where c=25 is obtained from the
slope of the ﬁ}ng curve

Figure 1 The relation between weight and wing loading represented in a proportional diagram. When the weight increases by a factor of 100, the value of W /S increases by
a factor of 5 and the airspeed by a factor of more than 2.
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Great Flight Diagram (Tennekes)
Rela8onship between Weight and Flight Speed:
From previous slide on Wing Loading
W
= 0.3ρV 2
S
From previous slide on Scaling Law
W
=c∗3 W
S
We can derive the rela8on between Weight
and Speed

0.3ρV 2 = c ∗ 3 W

slope for
insects, birds
and airplanes

where ρ =1.25 for air at sea

level, and c=47 from slope of
the ﬁEng curve for the
€ insects, birds and airplanes

c should depend on
structural design.

Figure 2

The Great Flight Diagram. The scale for cruising speed (horizontal axis) is based on
equation 2. The vertical line represents 10 meters per second (22 miles per hour).
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Aerodynamic Drag (Total Drag)
Total Drag consists of:
Fric8on and Form Drag D0

Induced Drag Dv
where ε is a factor by which the induced drag exceeds
that of an ellip8cal lig distribu8on

Science of Flight
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€
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Drag vs Speed
Fric8on Drag D0 increases
with increasing speed
Induced Drag Dv decreases
with increasing speed
Total Drag reaches a minimum
when D0=Dv

Science of Flight
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Lig to Drag Ra8o
The Drag Coeﬃcient is
Lig to Drag Ra8o is maximized when
or when the viscous drag equals the induced drag

Science of Flight
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Lig Coeﬃcient at best L/D ra8o:
Best L/D ra8o:
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Lig to Drag Ra8o of Boeing 787
Lig Coeﬃcient at best L/D ra8o:

Best L/D ra8o:

Science of Flight
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Breguet Range Formula
For a jet airplane:

which subsequently leads to:

Science of Flight
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Flying at a ﬁxed (VL/D), the
airplane range is expressed as:

where
sfc is the engine speciﬁc fuel consumpKon
W1 is the take‐oﬀ weight
W2 is the landing weight

The Breguet equa8on clearly exposes the
mul8disciplinary nature of the design problem.

A lightweight structure is needed to minimize W1
The speciﬁc fuel consump8on is mainly the province of the engine
manufacturers, and in fact, the largest advances during the last 30~years
have been in engine eﬃciency
The aerodynamic designer should try to maximize VL/D
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How Fast Should You Fly
If L/D is independent of V (no compressibility eﬀect), one should ﬂy at CL which
maximizes L/D

Science of Flight
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Thus Range is maximized by ﬂying higher where the air
density, ρ, is reduced, and hence faster.
This is limited by
reaching a Mach number at which drag rise begins.
the engines reaching their thrust limit as ρ is reduced.
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Wave Drag

Barrier to Eﬃcient
Supersonic Flight

Due to Shock Waves

Stanford University
Aerospace Computing Laboratory

Sonic Boom Reduction

Loud Noise

Characteristics
of Boom
Sonic Booms
Due to Sonic
Computational
Fluid Dynamics

Near Field (NF)
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Mid Field

Extrapolation of
Near Field Pressure
Signature by the
Waveform Parameter
Method

N-Wave

!p

Challenge !!! : To Reduce the Sonic Boom Strength.

Ground Plane

10

method include the achievement of the Wright brothers in
leaving the ground (after first building a wind tunnel), and
more recently Whitcomb’s discovery of the area rule for
transonic flow, followed by his development of aft-loaded
supercritical airfoils and winglets (Whitcomb, 1956, 1974,
1976). The process was expensive. More than 20 000 hours
of wind-tunnel testing were expended in the development
of some modern designs, such as the Boeing 747.

should be increased until the onset of drag rise due to the
formation of shock waves. Consequently, the best cruising speed is the transonic regime. The typical pattern
of transonic flow over a wing section is illustrated
in
87
Figure 1.
Transonic flow had proved essentially intractable to analytic methods. Garabedian and Korn had demonstrated
the feasibility of designing airfoils for shock-free flow in
the transonic
regime numerically
the method
of comthe cruising speed should
be increased
un8l the by
onset
of
plex characteristics (Bauer, Garabedian and Korn, 1972).
1.2 The emergence of computational
drag rise due to the forma8on
of shock waves. Shock Wave
Their
method
was formulated in the hodograph plane,
aerodynamics and its application
to cruising speed is the transonic
the best
regime
and it required great skill
to obtain solutions correspondtransonic flow
ing to physically realizable shapes. It was also known
from Morawetz’s theorem (Morawetz, 1956) that shockPrior to 1960, computational methods were hardly used in
free transonic solutions are isolated points.
With
increasing
aerodynamic analysis, although they
were already
widelyshock strength, the pressure jump
A major breakthrough was accomplished by Murman and
separates
the ﬂow
used for structural analysis. The National
Advisory
ComCole (1971) with their development of type-dependent difmittee for Aeronautics (NACA) 6series
of airfoils
had
This leads
to buﬀet
ferencing in 1970. They obtained stable solutions by simply
been developed during the forties,
using
hand
compuThis sets the airplaneswitching
performance
limit differencing in the subsonic zone
from central
tation to implement the Theodorsen method for conforto upwind differencing in the supersonic zone and using
mal mapping (Theodorsen, 1931). The first major success
in computational aerodynamics was the introduction of
boundary integral methods by Hess
and Smith
Sonic
Line (1962)
Sonic line
to calculate potential flow over 
an Shock
arbitrary
configuraWave
tion. Generally known in the aeronautical community as
Boundary Layer
panel methods, these continue to be used to the present
day to make initial predictions of low speed aerodynamic
Shock wave
characteristics of preliminary designs. It was the comM<1
M>1
pelling need, however, both to predict transonic flow and
to gain a better understanding of its properties and charBoundary layer
acter that was a driving force for the development of
computational aerodynamics through the period 1970 to
1990.
In the case of military aircraft capable of supersonic
flight, the high drag associated with high g maneuvers
Figure 1. Transonic flow past an airfoil.

Transonic Flight

Aerodynamic Design to Maximize VL/D

Limita8on due to Buﬀet

Typical PaQern of Transonic Flow over an Airfoil
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Transonic
Flight

Eﬀect of Drag Rise
B747

B747

Concorde

Concorde
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Drag Rise occurs at around Mach=0.85
B747 ﬂies at the transonic regime at M=0.85 with L/D=17
Concorde ﬂies supersonic at M=2 with L/D=7
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Increase Subsonic
Cruising Speed

Swept Wing Design

The sec8on normal to the leading edge generates a 2D
ﬂow corresponding to M⊥
The parallel component has no inﬂuence on inviscid ﬂow
Most of the same beneﬁt is obtained with a high aspect
ra8o ﬁnite wing
The eﬀec8ve Mach number is given by:M⊥ = M∞ cos Λ

Supercri8cal Airfoil

Elements of Aerodynamic Design

Science of Flight
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Impact of
CFD on Airplane Design
higher drag
divergence
Mach Tradeoffs
number
Design
Process
Future Impact
develop shock waves farther ag than tradi8onal airfoils
Weight Tradeoffs
greatly reduce shock‐induced boundary layer separa8on
allow thicker wing with reduced structural weight

!t
d

a

The bending moment M is carried largely by the upper and lower skin of the
wing structure box. Thus
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How Heavy Should You Fly ‐ Op8mal Airplane Size (Tennekes)
Fly as fast as you can (based on the Range Formula but also economics)
L/D too low in supersonic ﬂight
Choose Mach~0.83 (below drag rise)
Given Mach number and speed of sound at a given temperature
Find velocity V based on Great Flight Diagram, corrected for density
at a}tude
W=447 tons (B747!)

Science of Flight
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How Heavy Should You Fly ‐ Op8mal Airplane Size ?

We could have taken lower density, by ﬂying at a higher al8tude
 Then the wing loading W/S is smaller, for a given CL and V
 Then the Weight, which is propor8onal to (W/S)3, would go down
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747 Weight Breakdown

747 Drag Breakdown

Frac8on of Take‐oﬀ Weight

Lig Coeﬃcient CL=0.5

Empty: 45%
Payload: 10%
Fuel: 45%
Structure Weight: 25% TO Weight
Wing: 10%
Fuselage: 7%

Science of Flight
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Wing: 0.425
Fuselage: 0.075
Drag Coeﬃcient CD=0.0265
Vortex Drag: 0.0105
Wing (shock): 0.0015
Wing (fric8on): 0.0045
Fuselage: 0.0050
Nacelles: 0.0020
Tail: 0.0020
Other: 0.0010
L/D=18.8
Range=12000km
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Winglet

Cross ﬂow in the 8p region of the wings due to
higher pressure below and lower pressure above

‐‐‐‐
‐+++++

‐‐‐‐
‐+++++

Winglets act to reduce induced drag and act to
control the cross ﬂow in the 8p region
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A winglet is essen8ally a sail
mounted on the wing, genera8ng lig
by harnessing the side wash

Winglet

F
V
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F

V
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AQained L/D for Airplanes

Science of Flight

DC‐3:
B717:
B707:

13
14
18.6

B747‐400:
B777:
B787:
A380:

19.4
19.7
20.8
19.9

Global Flyer:
Best Sailplanes:

37
60

Concorde:
SR‐71:

7.5 (Mach 2)
6 (Mach 3)

Aerodynamic Design

2D Laminar Airfoil: 500
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Global Hawk

Global Flyer

General characteris8cs
Crew: 0
Length: 44 g 5 in (13.54 m)
Wingspan: 116 g 2 in (35.41 m)
Height: 15 g 2 in (4.62 m)
Empty weight: 8,490 lb (3,851 kg)
Gross weight: 22,900 lb (10,387 kg)
Powerplant: 1 × Allison Rolls‐Royce AE3007H
turbofan engine, 7,050 lbf (31.4 kN) thrust

General characteris8cs
Crew: 1
Length: 44 g 1 in (13.44 m)
Wingspan: 114 g 0 in (34.75 m)
Height: 13 g 3 in (4.05 m)
Wing area: 400 g² (37.16 m²)
Empty weight: 3700 lb (1678 kg)
Fuel weight: 18100 lb
Gross weight: 22100 lb (10024 kg)
Powerplant: 1 Williams FJ44‐2 turbofan, 2300 lbf (11.01 kN)

Performance
Cruise speed: 404 mph (351 kn; 650 km/h)
Endurance: 36 hours
Service ceiling: 65,000 g (19,812 m)

Performance
Maximum speed: 196 mph (315 km/h)
Range: 19,000 miles (35,188 km)
Service ceiling: 51,000 g (15,444 m)
Maximum glide ra8o: 37
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Propulsion

98
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Propulsive Eﬃciency

Eﬃciency of early GE90

Thrust is deﬁned as the rate of change of momentum: Thermal eﬃciency = 0.726
T=Q(Ve‐Vo)
Propulsive eﬃciency = 0.487
Q is the mass ﬂow
Overall eﬃciency = 0.354
Ve is the exit jet velocity
Vo is the airplane speed
Propulsive eﬃciency is deﬁned as:
(Power to the airplane)/(Power to the airplane + jet kine8c energy)

TVo
TVo
2Vo
=
=
TVo + 0.5Q(Ve − Vo) 2
TVo + 0.5T(Ve − Vo)
Ve + Vo
Eﬃciency increases as Ve decreases, hence increases the by‐pass ra8o of the engine

€

€
Science of Flight

Overall Eﬃciency
€

Overall eﬃciency is the product of
Propulsive eﬃciency
To
Thermal eﬃciency of the engine = 1−
Where To is ambient temperature Tc
Where Tc is temperature at the compressor exit

€
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Structure Design
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Airplane Fuselage

Fuselage Structure

Pressure Load
Flight Load
Pressure Load Dominates ‐‐> circular fuselage
+++++

P0

P
D
‐‐‐‐‐
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Stresses

t

Hoop Stress
Bending Stress under Flight Loads
Stringers are needed to prevent buckling
Pressuriza8on helps through enhanced rigidity
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Airplane Wing Structure

Wing Structure

Elements of Aerodynamic Design
Impact of CFD on Airplane Design
Future Impact

Tradeoffs
Design Process

Bending Moment M
Weight Tradeoffs

Structure Weight W
Doubling d ‐‐> halving t and hence W
!t
d

a

The bending moment M is carried largely by the upper and lower skin of the
wing structure box. Thus
M = σtda

Load Relief Eﬀect

Science of Flight
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Fuel Tank in the Wings
Engine
Wings
Thus
weightunder
can bethe
reduced
by increasing the thickness to chord

For a given stress σ, the required skin thickness varies inversely as the wing
depth d .

ratio. But this will increase shock drag in the transonic region.

Antony Jameson

CFD and Airplane Design: Its Current and Future I
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Evolved Airplane Conﬁgura8on: Tube‐Wing
(Ager 100 years)

104

German Aeronautical
Progress
to 1945Tried..
Everything
Imaginable
Has Been

Focke-Wulf Ta 283
Ramjet fighter

Blohm und Voss P. 188 W-wing bomber

Focke-Wulf Ta 183

Messerschmitt variable sweep fighter

Lippisch P.13a Delta wing fighter

Blohm und Voss P.202
Oblique-wing fighter
Focke-Achgelis Fa 269 Tilt Rotor

Sänger Antipodal Bomber
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Modern Tube‐Wing Design

Highly Evolved

Accelerated Natural Selec8on over ~100 years

Very Logical Solu8on

Science of Flight
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Components Fit Together in synergis8c
manner
Fuel Tank in the Wing Relieves Aero. Load
Wing Podded Engine Relieves Aero. Load
Landing Gear Fit under the Wing Root Fairing
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Airplane Conﬁgura8on: Flying Wing
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Tube‐Wing

Blended‐Wing‐Body (BWB)
19

LIEBECK

19

LIEBECK

Fig. 23

Boeing BWB-450 baseline.

Science of Flight

Fig. 25

Elements of Flight
Fig. 23 Boeing BWB-450 baseline.

2

Fig. 24

Three-class interior arrangement.

offered the opportunity for some comparison of the resulting BWB
with the B747, A340, and the then-pending A3XX. Initial speciFig. 23 Boeing BWB-450 baseline.
fication of 450 passengers (hence, the designation BWB-450) was
considered nominal, and the final passenger count would be established as the airplane was configured and sized. Also, although
somewhat ignored in the earlier studies, airport compatibility reFig. 25 Centerbody interior cross sections.

C.

Cente

Multidisciplinary Desig

As described, the BWB
interaction of the basic disc
design intuition and approa
when faced with sizing a
method of Ref. 6, a pragma
plane design optimization c
into a Boeing proprietary c
BWB, the airplane is defi
of airfoils whose section ch
efficient cmac and drag coe
thickness-to-chord ratio t/
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LIEBECK

Scaling Law

a) Effect of body type on surface area
Fig. 2 Early blended configuration concept.

11

b) Effect of wing/body integration on surface area

c) Effect of engine installation on surface area

Science of Flight
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b) Effect of wing/body integration on surface area

d) Effect of controls integration on surface area
Fig. 4 Genesis of the BWB concept.
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Aerodynamic and Iner8al Loading

LIEBECK
LIEBECK

Science of Flight
Elements of Flight
2

Fig.
Fig. 19
19 Comparison
Comparison of
of aerodynamic,
aerodynamic, inertial,
inertial, and
and cabin
cabin pressure
pressure loads.
loads.

17
17
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Aerodynamic Marvels ‐ Bird Flight
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Various Ways to Create Wings From the
Crea8on of Wings from Bones
Same Basic Set of Bones in Vertebrates
Very limited span and area change
capability, but as living tissue, the
membrane is part of a sophisticated
“smart wing” system

Pterosaur
4

Great ability to change span, area,
sweep, twist and dihedral –
symmetrically and asymmetrically.

Bird

Human
Bat
Limited ability to change span and
area, but powerful ability to control
camber and twist.

2 1
3
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A California Condor (Gymnogyps californianus) in a Glide

A California Condor in a Glide

Important Aeronautical
Technology Incorporated
In Birds
•! Mission Adaptive Wing
•! Active Controls/ Control
Configured Vehicles
•! Composite structures
•! Damage Tolerant
Structures
•! Fully integrated System
Design
•! Advanced
Manufacturing
Techniques
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How
Large
Can
a
Soaring
Bird
Become
?
The Argen8ne Teratorn
5.5 – 7.3 m (~18-24 ft.)

Argentine Teratorn
(Argentavis magnificens)
Miocene 7 Mya

California Condor

0

1

Scale (m)
Ref. Campbell, K.E., Jr. and Tonni, E.P. (1983) Auk, Vol. 100, pp. 390-403.
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The
Texas
Pterosaur ( Quetzalcoatlus northropi )
The
Texas
Pterosaurs
Max. adult wing span ~ 12 m (~ 39 ft.)

California Condor

History of
Science of Flight
Possible “narrow wing”
membrane ?

1.
Possible “broad wing”
membrane ?
Conjectural uropatigium
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Forma8on Flight

Forma8on Flight of Birds
Theore8cally, 25 birds could have a range
increase of about 70% as compared with a
lone bird
The V forma8on is required to for equal
distribu8on of drag saving
The lead bird does not necessarily have the
most drag

Science of Flight
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The cruise speed is reduced for forma8on
ﬂight in order to achieve op8mal range

This is because the induced drag is reduced while
the fric8on drag is unchanged.
To achieve best L/D ra8o, the induced drag need
to be equal to the fric8on drag. This occurs when
speed is reduced

(or
rable
line
comtions
birds
conolling
timal

only

bird because of the lower cruise speed.
The preceding analysis was for lineabreast formation. We now consider
the effect of other formations. Munk's
stagger theorem, a classical result of
aerodynamics, states that any lifting assemblage may be staggered (the wings
displaced parallel to the flight path)
without changing the total induced
drag. So the results hold not only for
line abreast but for any planar formation-for example, echelon or vee.
However, staggering causes a redistri-

Forma8on Flight

assor all
owed
very

dered
-wing
atics
of a

load-

con-

n.
bird
n was
e ined to
s this
acing.
, and

+
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ential

+
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9 BIRDS
TIP SPACING: 1/4 SPAN
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tional

ments,

cruise
duced
o that
ift-toelated

Fig. 3. Optimal vee formation.

behind, while the tip of the vee, although it is in a favorable induced
wash from only one side, is in a more
fully developed upwash field from the
birds ahead.
The optimal shape of the vee for116
mation, while swept, is not an exact
vee; it is more swept at the tip and
less at the apex (Fig. 3). Thus, if a
line is drawn through the birds in the
main part of one side, the lead and tip
bird positions are behind this line. The
angle is quite a strong function of spacing; with smaller spacing the vee gets
vee cannot
an exact
Although
sharper.
Munk’s
Stagger
Theorem
give an exactly equal induced drag, it
be
that
an angle
Total
Induced
Dragcould
is Unchanged
by Displacing the Wings
seems likely
found which would give nearly uniform
Along
the Flight
Pathdistribu(Staggering the Wings)
a uniform
Again,
distribution.
tion could be obtained by nonuniform
Within
thethe
Forma8on,
the Induced Drag is Redistributed
tip bird could
example,
for
spacing; 
move inward and forward with the
same induced drag, and thus "straighten
vee.
out"
theline‐abreast

In
ﬂight, the birds in the center have the
Formation ffight of birds and airloading
ellipticaldue
obtainsavings
craft
differ. To drag
maximum
to upcurrent from both sides,
in a group, the aerodynamic shape of
camber) must
and distributed
a hence
wing (its
nottwist
evenly
be different for different spacings and
different positions. The wing must be
twisted to have its normal lift in the
tip distribu8on of drag saving
theeven
Also, to
flow field.
nonuniform
V forma8on
can lead
spacing must be about one-tenth span
can opeffects.
Center
bird A
hasbird
weaker
upcurrent, but has contribu8on
for significant
erate like this, while a rigid aircraft
from the
both
sides
saving is a funcdrag
cannot. Since
tion only of the formation, and not of
Birds
at the sidelike
hasweight,
well developed upwash, but only from
parameters
the physical
these
speeds,
size, flight,
one or
sideflapping
results are valid for all cruising birds.
One may well ask how birds know
about elliptical loadings and optimal
formations. The vee formation may actually be a natural and easily achieved
shown
that ellipWe the
have
With
same
power,
if a bird moves ahead of V
flight mode.
tical loading is optimum for a single
forma8on,
it encounters
more drag, hence speed falls un8l it
so for all group
very nearly
bird, and
flights, although in a formation the bird
back in line
its wing twist and
has to is
modulate
if back of the V forma8on
However,
achieve this.
camber 
toVice‐versa
for the
bird at the
we assume that the main sensory mechbending the same power
the consume
arebirds
the bird
anisms 
ofHence
all the
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Stabilizing Eﬀect of Forma8on Flight
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AQained L/D for Birds

Albatross L/D=25
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Godwit L/D=14
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Bar‐Tailed Godwits
migra8ng from Alaska to
New Zealand each year
without stopping to feed.
the bird completes the
7,700‐mile journey in six
days and six nights at
speeds of up to 50mph.

Science of Flight
Longest Migra8on
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Bar‐Tailed Godwits

Longest Migra8on

ﬂying with storms at their backs
which blow across the Paciﬁc from
August to November.
fuel for their ﬂights was provided by a
weight increase just before take‐oﬀ. At
the outset, fat accounted for 55 per
cent of their body weight.

Science of Flight
Longest Migra8on

Geometrical Characteris8cs
Wing Span=0.73m
Aspect Ra8o=9.3
Wing Area=0.06m2
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Bar‐Tailed Godwits

Breguet Range Equa8on for Bird

Migra8on Range: R=11,000km
Ini8al Weight: Wo=5N
Final Weight: Wf=2.5N
Fat Nutri8on Value: hf=32 MJ/kg=32x106Nm/kg
Conversion Eﬃciency of Nutri8on Energy: η=35%
Gravity: g=9.8N/kg

h f L Wo
32000000
5
R =η
ln
= 0.35x
x14 x ln
= 11,090km
g D Wf
9.8
2.5
Science of Flight
Longest Migra8on
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Aerodynamic Performance
Range=11,000 km
Dura8on=8 days
Airspeed=18m/s (55km/h)
W1=5N
W2=2.5N
Average L/D=14
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Take‐oﬀ and Landing
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Take‐oﬀ Segments

Take oﬀ (Airplane)
Take‐oﬀ Runway Length Calcula8on
① Net Thrust=20% Weight
T‐D=0.2W=0.2mg

② Energy from the Engine=Work done
by the Net Thrust during take‐oﬀ
Energy from the Engine=KE=0.5(W/g)V2
Work during take‐oﬀ=(T‐D)*R=0.2WR
0.5(W/g)V2=0.2WR

③ Rela8on between velocity and
runway length
V2=0.4gR

Example

V=84m/s (190mph)
R=1764m (5800g)
To provide margin of safety R=1764x2

① Vmu Minimum Uns8ck Speed.
 Minimum airspeed at which airplane
can safely lig oﬀ ground and con8nue
take‐oﬀ.
② Vmc Minimum Control Speed.
 Minimum airspeed at which when
cri8cal engine is made inopera8ve, it is
s8ll possible to recover control of the
airplane and maintain straight ﬂight.
③ Vmcg Minimum control speed on the ground.
 At this speed the aircrag must be able
to con8nue a straight path down the
runway with a failed engine, without
relying on nose gear reac8ons.
④ V1 Decision speed
 A short 8me ager cri8cal engine failure
speed. Above this speed, aerodynamic
controls alone must be adequate to
proceed safely with takeoﬀ.
⑤ VR Rota8on Speed.
⑥ Vlo Lig‐oﬀ Speed.
⑦ V2 Take‐oﬀ Climb Speed
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Take oﬀ (Birds)

Science of Flight
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Approach and Landing (Airplane)

Approach

Landing

Science of Flight
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Approach and Landing (Birds)
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Take‐oﬀ and Landing (Airplane)

Science of Flight
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The Modern Role of Computing in Aviation
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Major Impact in Mul8ple Ways

① Computa8onal Analysis for Structural and Aerodynamic Design
② Computer Aided Design (CAD) – Paperless Airplane
③ Computa8onal Control and Naviga8on – Fly‐by‐Wire

Major Milestones

① First airplane with wing designed by CFD – Canadair Challenger (1977)
② First commercial aircrag with ﬂy‐by‐wire – Airbus A320 (1982)
③ First commercial aircrag with digital design – Boeing B777 (1994)
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The Role of Computing in CSM and CFD

ABC
P2: c
WBK372-Cottrell

June 12, 2009

15:11

Printer Name: Yet to Come

130
12

History of Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
ABC/ABC
P2: c
Isogeometric Analysis: TowardP1:
Integration
of CAD
and15:11
FEAPrinter Name: Yet to Come
c01
JWBK372-Cottrell
June 12, 2009

Table 1.1 Timeline: Milestones in FEA and meshless basis function development

9

From CAD and FEA to Isogeometric Analysis

1779
1864
1943
1960
1961
1962
1965–1968
1966
1968–1971
1977–1986
1992–1996

Lagrange polynomials
Hermite polynomials
Linear triangle
Clough coins the name “finite elements”
Bilinear quadrilateral
Linear tetrahedron
C 1 -continuous triangles and quadrilaterals
Isoparametric elements
P1: ABC/ABC
P2: c
c01 Variable-number-of-nodes
JWBK372-Cottrell
June 12, 2009
15:11
Printer
Name: Yet to Come
elements
H (div), H (curl), and H (div) ⊕ H (curl) elements
Meshless methods
10

John Argyris

Ivo Babus̆ka

Ted Belytschko

Ray Clough

Richard Courant

Jim Douglas, Jr.

Richard Gallagher

Wing Kam Liu

Jean-Claude Nédélec

Isogeometric Analysis: Toward Integration of CAD and FEA
Franco Brezzi

Another class of meshless methods that has enjoyed recent popularity is that of particle
methods. An early variant is so-called smoothed particle hydrodynamics (Gingold and Monaghan, 1977). The particle finite element method of Oñate et al., 1996 utilizes geometric
reconstruction from particles combined with finite element remeshing strategies and thus has
Leszek Demkowicz The
Pierre Arnaud Raviart
J. Tinsley
Oden classical
D. R. J. Owen
features in common with meshless methods
and
finite element
discretizations.
discrete element method of Cundall and Strack, 1979 (see also Munjiza et al., 1995) likewise
combines ideas of particles and finite elements. These procedures have opened the way to
solution of very complex engineering problems that are beyond the scope of classical finite
element procedures.
It needs to be mentioned again that finite elements never faithfully replicate
the CAD
Bruce Irons
Robert L. Taylor
Olgierd C. Zienkiewicz
geometry. It is always a piecewise polynomial approximation.
In most cases involving complex
Figure 1.7
Figure 1.7 (continued)
engineering designs, it has now become a much more formidable task to generate a finite
Early publications in the engineering literature describing what is now known as the finite

Finite element picture gallery.
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CFD Simulation of A380
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The Role of Computing in Aerodynamic Shape Optimization
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Optimization of a B747 Wing

Combining
aerodynamic shape
op8miza8on with
control theory
governed by par8al
diﬀeren8al equa8ons
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The Role of Computing in CAD

P2: c
-Cottrell

June 12, 2009

15:11

Printer Name: Yet to Come

P1: ABC/ABC
P2: c
c01
JWBK372-Cottrell

June 12, 2009

15:11
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Printer Name: Yet to Come

History of Computer Aided Design (CAD)
15

rom CAD and FEA to Isogeometric Analysis

From CAD and FEA to Isogeometric Analysis

Table 1.2 Timeline: Milestones in CAD representations
1912
1946
1959
1966–1972
1971, 1972
1972
1975
1978
1980
1987
1987, 1989
1996–present
2003

Bernstein polynomials
Schoenberg coins the name “spline”
de Casteljau algorithm
Bézier curves and surfaces
Sergei Bernstein
Cox-de Boor recursion
B-splines
NURBS
P1: ABC/ABC
P2: c
Catmull–Clark
and
Doo–Sabin
surfaces
c01
JWBK372-Cottrell
June
12, 2009
15:11
Printer subdivision
Name: Yet to Come
Oslo knot insertion algorithm
Loop subdivision
Polar forms,
blossoms
14
Isogeometric Analysis: Toward Integration of CAD and FEA
Jim Clark
Triangular and tetrahedral B-splines
T-splines

Rich Riesenfeld

Malcolm Sabin

Isaac Schoenberg

David Gu

hows how to replace trimmed NURBS surfaces with untrimmed T-splines (Sederberg et al.,
008). Table 1.2 presents a timeline of important developments in CAD.
Other technologies of note include triangular and tetrahedral generalizations of B-splines
see Lai and Schumaker, 2007).
Splines have also been used as a basis for solving variational
problems Tom
(see,
e.g., Schultz,
Larry Schumaker
Sederberg
Peter Schröder
Tom Lyche
973; Prenter 1975; Höllig 2003; Kwok et al., 2001), but Figure
these
efforts have been dwarfed by
1.8 (continued)
Figure 1.8
ctivity in finite element analysis. Spline finite elements were also developed in the (second)

Pierre Bézier

Elaine Cohen

Klaus Höllig

Jörg Peters

Ed Catmull

Carl de Boor

Charles Loop

Ulrich Reif

Computational Geometry Picture Gallery.
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CAD using NURBS

 The Basics of Computer Aided Design
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CAD using NURBS

 2D CAD Representa8on and Mesh

 3D CAD Representa8on and Mesh
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CAD Applica8on in
Aircrag Design and
Manufacturing

3D Fly‐Thru

Full‐Mo8on Human Modeling

Digital Pre‐Assembly of a Boeing Airplane
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CATIA model of B777

Wireframe view of ﬂight deck

3‐dimensional rendering of nose sec8on and fuselage
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The Role of Computing in Airplane Control Systems
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The Need for Fly‐by‐Wire

Accident Happens…Bird Strike

Between Jan 2000 and Jan 2009, within United States

Recorded 98,700 events of strike
With 370 species of birds including loons, grebes, pelicans,
cormorants, herons, storks, egrets, pigeons, cuckoos, owls, turkeys,
blackbirds, crows, magpies, sparrows, swallows, starlings,
chickadees, woodpeckers, humming birds, mocking birds, parrots,
and a single parakeet
Collision with bats on 253 occasions
Collision with deers on 763 occasions
Collision with coyotes on 252 occasions
Collision with rabbits on 182 occasions
Collision with rodents on 120 occasions
Collision with turtles on 74 occasions
Collision with opossums on 59 occasions
Collision with armadillos on 16 occasions
Collision with alligators on 14 occasions
Collision with iguanas on 7 occasions
Collision with moose on 4 occasions
Collision with caribou on 2 occasions
Collision with wild pig on 1 occasion
Collision with donkey on 1 occasion
Collision with ﬁsh on 1 occasion

Hudson River Incident 2009
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Accident Happens…Bad Luck

A chain of unfortunate events can occur
Classic case, Cali, Colombia, Dec 20,
1995
A result of pilot error and bad luck
But could poten8ally be avoided
with a ﬂy‐by‐wire system in its ﬁnal
aQempt to recover from crash

Accident Happens…Pilots

There are more than 300,000 airline pilots in
the world
Some incompetent from the start
Most recent incident, Buﬀalo, NY, Feb 12,
2009
Pilot overpowered automa8c s8ck pusher
The airplane stalled as a result and 49
killed
Could poten8ally be avoided if automa8c
protec8on was not overridden
Plenty of once‐excellent pilots grow unsafe
with 8me
A320 ‘aerial bap8sm’, Mulhouse, France,
Jun 26, 1988
Personali8es and na8onal cultures can maQer
as much as experience in ﬂight
Employment seniority can outweigh
performance
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Fly‐by‐Wire
Airbus Fly-By-Wire:
A Total ApproachSystem
to Dependability

Mechanical and hydro‐mechanical
197 ﬂight control systems

heavy and require careful rou8ng of ﬂight control
cables through the aircrag using systems of pulleys,
cranks, tension cables and hydraulic pipes
redundant backup to deal with failures, which again
increases weight.
have limited ability to compensate for changing
aerodynamic condi8ons which can lead to dangerous
characteris8cs such as stall, spinning and pilot‐induced
oscilla8ons

Fly‐by‐wire control systems

A340
System
Figure 2:FBW
A340-600
system architecture

As a new technology of actuators is now available6 (Electro Hydrostatic
Actuator – EH A – see figure 3. a‚ compared to conventional servocontrol‚

replaces manual control of the aircrag with an electronic
interface
movements of ﬂight controls are converted to electronic
signals transmiQed by wires
ﬂight control computers determine how to move the
actuators at each control surface to provide the expected
response
using electrical control circuits combined with
computers, designers can save weight, improve reliability,
and use the computers to mi8gate the undesirable
characteris8cs
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Example of A320
Flight Envelop
Protec8on System

Load Limit Protec8on

prevent the pilot from overstressing the airplane
never exceeding 2.5 G load limit

Stall Protec8on

Three level of low‐speed protec8on
Alpha Prot
at 10mph below min. speed
airplane automa8c nose down to speed up
Alpha Floor
at even lower speed
automa8cally throQles to max. engine thrust
automa8cally retracts speed brakes
goes into emergence climb
Alpha Max
at slowest speed possible
full automa8c interven8on
balance the airplane at the edge of a stall
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Damage Tolerance

Fail Safe Technologies



successful ﬂight demonstra8on of damage
tolerant ﬂight control and autonomous landing
capabili8es on an unmanned subscale F/A‐18
on April 18, 2007 in Maryland.




Damage Tolerance
Automa8c Control and Recovery of
Airplane From Mul8ple Failures
Made Possible by Advanced Electronics,
Sensors and Sogware
Example: Rockwell Collins Company
 autonomously mi8gate the eﬀects of



Airplane Control





physical damage that could poten8ally
occur in the air
surviving the eﬀects of an adverse
damage,
allowing the air vehicle to sustain ﬂight
and poten8ally con8nue its mission
instantaneous, autonomous assessment of
damage incurred
followed by an immediate response that
alters the ﬂight control system to
compensate for the eﬀects of that damage
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Unmanned Flight

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
an aircrag that ﬂies without a human
crew on board the aircrag
 historically, UAVs were simple remotely
piloted aircrag
 but autonomous control is increasingly
being employed in UAVs.




UAVs come in two varie8es
 controlled from a remote loca8on
 ﬂy autonomously based on pre‐

programmed ﬂight plans using more
complex dynamic automa8on systems
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The Role of Computing in Traﬃc Control and Navigation
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 Heavy Air Traﬃc Today

 Air Traﬃc Control

Needs computers to ensure:
 Safety
 Eﬃciency
 Increased Capacity

There are around 7,000 aircrag in the air over the
United States at any given 8me.
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 Next Genera8on Air Transporta8on System

 satellite based naviga8on and

surveillance
 equivalent visual opera8ons
 air traﬃc management system
 digital data exchange
 prognos8c safety system
 informed decisions using
integrated weather
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 Traﬃc Management Throughout All Phases of Flight
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The Role of Computing in Airline Management
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Online Flight Search

Online Flight Tracking

Abstract Yield management systems are used by airlines
in their passenger business. The systems aim at high load

on the way back for a given period (e.g. trade fairs or

where capacity is fixed and demand is fluctuating. Other
parts of the logistics sector could profit by such a system,
further discussion and introduction of yield management
outside the airline sector is recommended.

Adjusting capacity to traveller behaviour is difficult.
The variation in available sizes of aircraft is restricted, as
manufacturers produce just a limited number of models.
To offer more flights to increase the available number of
seats is not an option when you have capacity constraints
in the airport infrastructure. To decrease capacity by
cancelling flights on the other hand endangers an airlines
has to
this reason routeSystem
planning Works
image.The
For Tradi8onal
quality
 How
concentrate on transferring capacity from low demand to
high demand markets from season to season (Maurer

factors and high average yields simultaneously in a situation

sports events).
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I. Introduction in Airline Industry
Pricing Solu8on

Airlines face a problem familiar to any provider of
capacity (e.g. ten aircraft with
services.
They have a fixed
situa8on
where
As their
demand.
100 Airlines
seats each) face
but aa fluctuating
- an empty
a flight cannot
seat on while
perishable
"product"
costis and
capacity
is ﬁxed
of peaks
"buffering"
be sold at a later date an automatic
demand
is ﬂuctua8ng
and valleys
of demand
over the time axis is impossible

(Shaw 2004).

Demand
l

m~ \
V

CA

/

I

Capacity
Season (e.g. time of day or year)

Fig. 1: capacity and demand in air transport
The costs of capacity are* fixed costs: mainly the costs
of capital for the aircraft and the salary for the personnel.
to services
ﬁnd aeven
wayfuel,
to airport
MakeandMoney
ForNeed
scheduled
air traffic
control charges must be regarded as fixed costs, as the
flight program has to be delivered as published in the
timetables. Therefore airlines have to find a way to make
money in a situation where capacity and costs are fixed
for a long time, while demand shifts unpredictably from

day to day (Biermann 2007).

2006).  Route Planning: Transfer capacity
On short-haul
routes inside
Example:from
Germany
low demand
route
toyou
high
in the morning and early
have peaksdemand
of demandroute
evening, as business travellers try to fit their off-home

program into one single day. Between 10 a.m. and 4
so peak
demand flattens
p.m.this Pricing
Policy:down
Highconsiderably,
fares in the
in
longer Intra-European
flights
will
scheduled
be
midperiod
anddaysuper‐saver
fares
in the
for a Boeing 737
or an
day. A typical
working
andfleet
intermediate
in‐
in the Lufthansa
Airbus 320oﬀ‐peak,
may consist of two
flights in the morning (e.g. Munich 0or three 1-hour
between

Cologne Hamburg), one longer journey (as
tCologne,
Hamburg - Athens and back) and some domestic
-

 Cabin
Division
of Business
- Cologne,
short-haul
after that (Hamburg
flights Division:

Cologne - and
Munich).
Economy classes

Additionally airlines try to flatten the demand curve by
in the peak-period
and
High fares Cheap
their pricing
 policies.
Tariﬀfares
Model:
fares
with
in the off-season - with an
cheap super-saver
restric8ons
and
penal8es
"shoulder"
in-between
intermediate level offered in the
period - have a long tradition in the service sector, mainly
tourismSolu8on
~~~~~~~~~in
transport. TThehebasic
Not an Op8mal
intelecommunications,
teommuniatin
panand transport
otoi
dem to the
idea oor ovese
sholer
ofeak
times,
to
mak
forthat
the8 and
on
whohigh
 Cannot
have
nflexble
ust hasload
toro etfactors
Veldr traveller
the low-demand
goodlowerie
averagein yield
simultaneously
&cokfit.Ve
times
generate new customers, who may later maybe become
full fare potential.
Airlines have learnt to play this tune in the 1960ies,
when the first jet airplanes gave a huge boost to capacity

high

thespeak-time

*

last year at this date (day
bookings,

-

50)

we

had 55

* last year the plane finally left the airport with 95
seats filled, so we forecast 105 passengers for this
year (65 we already have plus 40, who will make
their reservation in the last fifty days),

Fig. 3: Yield management architecture

V.

Conclusion

Yield management (sometimes also called revenue
management) has become possible because of the storage
capacity and the computing power of modern IT-systems.
International airlines have more than 1000 flights a day
and have to manage between 500 000 and one million
single prices, when all special fares on all city-pair
connections are calculated in. Lufthansa for example
Airline
Yield Management
reports up to25 000
price adjustments
per day, so of
course the processes have to be computerized to the
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Yield Management System in Airline Industry

* because we only have 100 seats, access must be
denied to the last five customers.

Forecast
ordayefr
eciftydayst
fifty

=

flight

oo

Bookings
this year

Cl

*~--

. _o.

Booking history

/
/

.

/
/.o
/to
/

~

System

2007).In a situa8on where cost and
highest degree (Berndt

capacity is ﬁxed while demand is
By combining forecasting and capacity control the
ﬂuctua8ng,
the systems
aim at
airlines are able to offer very
low fares, whenever
this
promises additional demand and they have surplus
 High
factors,
a good as well as
capacity. All the same the average
yieldload
stays on
level, because as capacity gets scarce
high demandHighareinaverage
customers
accepted. yield
t~ J,1periods only the best paying
Because revenue is increased by several percentage
addingForecas8ng:
Usethecomputers
to store
without
to the cost of production
points
impact
*
~on
remarkable. history’, analyze
profitability can be‘booking

Example: If a characteris8c
100-seater leaves fully loaded
with 40and forecast
paQern
ih4
Eape fa10sae evsflylae
a 50 £ ticket, 40 more with a 75 £
passengers with seats
sold
on
the
date
of the ﬂight
the
£
ticket
the
total
revenue for
ticket
and
20
with
100
-75 September,
-50 -252007*
0 Wildau, Germany this flight is 7000 C. When the yield management has
* 13-15
Informatics100
um on Logistics and Industrial Day
blocked access for 5 of the cheap-fare travellers early,
 Capacity
if the
Fig. 2: Booking history and forecast
late- forecast shows
flight, 5 more
as the forecast
indicated a fullControl:
on board. The low
passenger
booking 100 C passengers
excessgetdemand,
fares class will be
These calculations are made routinely by the computer
distribution in the "virtual classes" would now be
closed
makebyroom
the
for each flight
and are adjusted daily. Of course this is a
35/40/25 - the total
revenuetoincreases
3.6 00 tofor high fare
h
Bookg
Total
capacity
ure
7250 C.
simplified history
model, the actual forecasting process is much
seats, and vice‐versa
ats
more complicated as passengers will cancel their bookings
Bon might be distortions by special events or
and there
profitability of
Yield management systems improve
find it of
hardComputers:
to make money evenmake
usuallyRole
at
holidays. As more and more data are stored and airlines, who
storing
tis
ya_
S
ant
l
the
best
of
times.
estimate
that
a
is
over the years, the forecasting gets
Experts
high
performance
experience
gained
to dat
o
ond
enormous
yield management system
will enhanceamount
the profit of of
a bigdata, and
betterupand
better (Biermann 2007).
airline by a three digit million C -figure (Berndt 2007).

year before

the

65
55

Thesoddim
delivers the input data forShort
the term
capacity
forecasting
dMegy
s
Special
ajusmen
control
which
is
also
today
routinely managed by
process,
computer (Netessine / Shumsky 2002).

Fig.Example:
3: Yield management
With architecture
a one-class configuration in the
aircraft and three fares, say 50 £, 75 £ and 100 £ the
computer simulates
"classes" which are divided
V. three
Conclusion

execu8on of complicated analysis
seems
especially valuable
in times of
algorithm
possible
even in a
it
its

Such a system
cyclical downturn has
high demand. But
merits. In times of crisis an airline will still suffer from a
capacity restriction on some ofthe flights and in a difficult
economic situation getting the maximum revenue will be
doubly welcome. Cutting down capacity to save costs is
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Green Aircraft
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European Aeronau8cs 2020 Vision
50% cut in CO2 emission per passenger kilometer
80% cut in nitrogen oxide emission
50% cut in drag
50% cut in perceived aircrag noise
50% cut in product development 8me
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Reduced Emissions
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Greener By Design

 Reduced Fuel Burn By
 Higher L/D:


increased wing span;



reduced fric8on drag by laminar
ﬂow control

 Reduced sfc:


larger bypass ra8o;



geared turbofan open rotors

 Improved Air Traﬃc Control:


free ﬂight;



con8nuous climbing in cruise;



beQer descent path
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Low Noise Design
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Design for Low Noise

Airframe Noise

The ﬂow over the ﬂaps (labelled B), slats and
undercarriage (labelled A below) is unsteady and
generates sound
Image showing the strength of the sound
sources, courtesy of NLR
The jet noise contribu8on is labelled C

Science of Flight
Green By Design

Engine Noise

main sources of noise are the fan (labeled A), and
high speed propulsive jet (labeled B)
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Design for Low Noise

Bigger Wing

Reduce Take‐oﬀ Speed
Increase Climb Rate for Given Thrust

Larger by‐pass Ra8o Engine
Reduce Jet Velocity

Above‐Wing Engine
Noise shielding

Science of Flight
Aerodynamic Design
1

Con8nuous Descent Approaches

. This technique keeps aircrag higher and at lower
thrust for longer by elimina8ng the level segments
in conven8onal “step down” approaches.
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Personal and Morphing Aircraft
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NASA claims its quiet one‐person electric aircraft is real
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Eagle Morphing Into an Avanced Concept Vehicle from NASA

NASA believes that aircrag of the future can mimic the ﬂight of
birds, ﬂying more eﬃciently and safely

